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1. INTRODUCTION 
Our main purpose in writing this paper is to prove that if R is a prime ring 
with involution whose symmetric elements satisfy a generalized polynomial 
identity over the extended centroid C of R, then the central closure 
A = RC + C must in fact be a primitive ring with a minimal right ideal eA 
such that eAe is a finite dimensional division algebra over C. This generalizes 
a previous theorem of ours [8], in which we obtained the above result for the 
case where R was assumed to be primitive. It also generalizes a recent result 
of Skinner [lo, Theorem 5.11, where the above result was obtained for the 
case where R was a prime Goldie ring. 
In the course of proving this theorem, and without digressing too much 
from our main goal, we rework and combine the techniques of Amitsur in [l] 
and [2] with those of ours in [7], so as to obtain the various structure theorems 
(due to Amitsur, Posner, Herstein, Kaplansky, and the author) on simple, 
primitive, and prime rings (with involution) whose (symmetric) elements 
satisfy a (generalized) polynomial identity. We hope this attempt to give a 
more or less unified approach to a group of theorems, the existing proofs of 
which are not for the most part too closely related, will be of general interest. 
In Section 2, we recall the notion of extended centroid of a prime ring and 
discuss some of its key properties (Theorems 2.1-2.4). Next, putting together 
some ideas of Amitsur, we give a particular way of embedding prime rings in 
primitive rings (Theorems 2.5-2.8). Finally, we show how information about 
primitive rings can be pulled back to prime rings (Theorems 2.9-2.10). 
In Section 3, we recall the notion of generalized multilinear identity 
(GMI) and show (Theorems 3.1-3.2) that GMI’s are carried over by the 
aforementioned embedding of prime rings in primitive rings. A fundamental 
result of Amitsur (Theorem 3.3) together with its corollary, Theorem 3.5, are 
applicable to primitive rings and say in effect that some nonzero linear 
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combination of the “coefficients” of a GM1 must have finite rank. What we 
call the First Main Theorem (which characterizes prime rings satisfying a 
GMI) is then proved; this result had previously been proved by the author 
[7, Theorem 31 without recourse to Amitsur’s methods. As corollaries 
theorems of Amitsur [l], Kaplansky [5], and Posner [9] are mentioned 
(Theorems 3.8, 3.10, 3.11). 
In Section 4, we consider prime rings with involution whose symmetric 
elements satisfy a GMI. Theorems 4.1-4.5 show that the process previously 
given for embedding prime rings in primitive rings allows one to extend the 
involution and preserves any GM1 satisfied by the symmetric elements. Then, 
the symmetric elements of a primitive ring are shown to be close enough to 
being “dense” (Theorem 4.6) so that the crucial Theorem 3.5 may be applied. 
We then obtain our Second Main Theorem-the result mentioned at the 
very beginning of this paper. As corollaries one has results due to Herstein [3] 
and the author [6, 81 (see also Amitsur [2]). 
The problem of deciding how to label the various lemmas, theorems, 
corollaries, etc., we have settled by always using the term “theorem”. 
We fix some terminology for the remainder of the paper. By the term 
algebra we shall always mean algebra with 1 over a field. We shall sometimes 
emphasize that B is an algebra over a field E by writing BE . Next, suppose F 
is a subfield of E and suppose A is a subalgebra of B, with the same 1 as B. 
We describe this situation by saying that A, is a subalgebra of B, , or, equiva- 
lently, that B, is an extension of A, . On the other hand, we do not assume 
that a ring must have a 1. 
2. PRIME RINGS 
We begin by summarizing the definition and main properties of the 
extended centroid of a prime ring (for more details, see [7], pp. 576-577). Let 
R be a prime ring, % = {U} the collection of nonzero two-sided ideals of A, 
and T the totality of all right R-homomorphisms f: Us -+ R, , U E %. An 
equivalence relation N is defined on T as follows: f (acting on U) N g 
(acting on I’), if f agrees with g on some WC U n V, WE: a. The set 
Q = {p} of all equivalence classes forms a ring under the operations induced 
by the usual addition and composition of representatives of the equivalence 
classes. R may be considered a subring of Q via the isomorphism,a -+ a^, a, 
the left multiplication by a acting on R. Q is a prime ring whose center C 
is a field. We call C the extended centroid of the prime ring R, and we call the 
C-algebra A = RC + C the central closure of R. It is easy to see that A is a 
prime algebra with 1 over C whose extended centroid is again equal to C. If 
.4 is a prime algebra over its extended centroid C, we shall say that A is closed. 
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One can in a sense pin down the extended centroid of certain rings. If R is 
simple then C is the ordinary centroid of R. If R is primitive (acting on a 
vector space over a division ring D), then C is a subfield of the center of D. 
In case R is primitive with nonzero socle, then C is equal to the center of D. 
If R is prime and U is a nonzero ideal of R, then the extended centroid of the 
ring U is equal to that of R. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let R be a prime ring, and let A = RC + C be its central 
closure. If a, b E A such that axb = bxa for all x E R, then a and b are 
C-dependent. 
Essentially the same proof as for [7], Theorem 1, can be used, and we 
omit it. 
An important consequence of Theorem 2. I is 
THEOREM 2.2. Let A, be a closed prime algebra and suppose A, is a sub- 
algebra of an algebra B, . Then F & A G FA C B according to the mapping 
$:y@a+ya,yEF,aEA. 
Proof. If the theorem is not true then the kernel K of 4 contains a nonzero 
element CyS, yi @ ai , yi EF, ai E A, which we may assume is of minimal 
“length” n > 1. n > 1, since ya = 0 implies y = 0 or a = 0. Necessarily, 
{yi} is a C-independent subset of F and {ai} is a C-independent subset of A. 
For each x E A, the element 
(lOa.x)i~y,~a)-(~~yi~a,)(l~ra,) 
i=l 
n-1 
= 2 yi 0 (a,xa, - wan) 
is an element of K of length less than n. By the C-independence of {yi}, it 
follows that a,xa, - aixa, = 0 for all XE A, i = 1, 2,..., n - 1. By 
Theorem 2.1, ai = ,&a, , pi E C, i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, a contradiction to the 
C-independence of the {ai}. 
As corollaries we have 
THEOREM 2.3. Any collection {ai} of C-independent elements of A are 
F-independent elements of B, i.e., any C-basis of A can be extended to an F-basis 
ofB. 
THEOREM 2.4. If Cy=“=, yiai = 0, {yi} C-independent elements of F, ai E A, 
then each ai = 0. 
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The idea behind the next theorem was first brought to the author’s 
attention in a recent paper of Amitsur [2, p. 1061. 
THEOREM 2.5. Let A be a semiprime algebra over a field F, with upper nil 
radical M, and let T be the direct product nzT, Ai , where A, = A. Then 
(I) The upper nil radical N of T consists of all elements {xi} of T such 
that xi E M and only a finite number of xi’s are unequal to 0. 
(2) A, is a subalgebra of the F-algebra T/N via the mapping 
+:x+{xi}+N, xi = x for all i. 
Proof. Suppose {xi} E N. It is easy to see that each xi E M. Suppose that 
(+} is an infinite subsequence of the x’s such that xk # 0. The right ideal 
x,A is not nil of bounded degree, since otherwise it is well known that A would 
contain a nonzero nilpotent ideal. Therefore, for each k one may choose rk E A 
such that (xkrI)B # 0. Multiply {xi} by any element of T whose components 
include the rk appropriately placed. Clearly, the product { yi} is not a nilpotent 
element of T. The only way out of this predicament is that only a finite 
number of xi’s were nonzero. Thus, (I) is proved. The fact that elements of N 
have only a finite number of nonzero components shows that the homo- 
morphism in (2) is actually an isomorphism. Clearly, the image of 1 is the 
identity of TIN. 
We next quote the following well-known 
THEOREM 2.6. Let A be an algebra over a Jield F containing no nonxero nil 
ideals. Then the polynomial algebra A[t] over F is (Jacobson) semisimple. 
THEOREM 2.7. Let T be a semisimple F-algebra containing a prime sub- 
algebra A. Let {Pi 1 i E I} be the set of primitive ideals of T and set Ti = T/Pi . 
Then there exists an ultrafilter t.~ on I such that the ultraproduct B = ~ Till-” 
is aprimitiveF-algebra and A is a subalgebra of B via the mapping a + {a + Pi}. 
Proof. We sketch a few details, as the theorem is well-known (see, e.g., 
[4], chapter 7). Given a # 0 E A let Ja = {i E I 1 a $ Pi}. For a, b nonzero 
elements of A, choose x E A such that axb # 0 (A is prime), and thus note 
that Ja n Jb S Jazs is not empty. Then { Ja / 0 # a E A} may be enlarged to 
an ultrafilter p on I. For a E A, suppose {a + Pi} = 0. Then {i 1 a E Pi) 
contains Jb for some b # 0 E A, whence Ja n Jb is empty, forcing a = 0. 
Thus, A is isomorphically embedded in B. 
THEOREM 2.8. Let A be a primitive F-algebra (regarded as a dense subring of 
Hom,( V, V), D a division algebra with center Z > F), and let E be a maximal 
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subfield of D. Then L = EA, the subring generated by E and A, is a dense 
E-subalgebra of Hom,( V, V). 
Now let A, be a closed prime algebra. Theorems 2.5,2.6, and 2.7 then give 
an explicit embedding of A, into a primitive ultraproduct. We shall call B, , 
the central closure of this ultraproduct, the primitive closure of A, . Applying 
Theorem 2.8 to BF , we obtain a further extension L, , which we call the split 
primitive closure of A, . 
We close this section with two theorems which indicate how properties of 
L, can be pulled back to A, . 
THEOREM 2.9. Let A, be a closed prime algebra and let B, be the split 
primitive extension of A,. Suppose there exists a nonzero transformation 
b = Cz, yiai EL, yi E E, ai E A, of finite rank (acting on V over E). Then A 
contains a nonzero element a of $nite rank (acting on V over E), and aAa is 
finite dimensional over C. 
Proof. Of all such elements b, pick one of minimal “length” n. Clearly, the 
(ai} must be C-independent and the {yi} must be C-independent. We claim 
that n = 1. If not, for each x E A, the element y = bxa, - a,xb = 
Cyii yi(aixa, - a,xaJ is again of finite rank, since b is. By the minimality of n, 
we have y = 0. By Theorem 2.4, a,xa, = a,xa, , i = 1, 2 ,..., n - 1, and by 
Theorem 2.1, ai = yi’a, , yi’ E C, a contradiction to the C-independence of 
the {ai}. Therefore, n = 1 and b = ya, y E E, a E A. Then the element 
a = y-lb E A is of finite rank. Since a is of finite rank, it is easy to see that aLa 
is finite dimensional over E. Suppose aAa _C aLa contains an infinite set 
(y,> of C-independent elements. By Theorem 2.3, the ( yi} are E-independent, 
a contradiction to (aLa : E) < co, and so (aAa : C) < co. 
THEOREM 2.10. Let A be a prime algebra over F for which there exists an 
element a # 0 E 4 such that aAa is finite dimensional over F. Then A contains a 
minimal right ideal eA, e2 = e, (hence A is primitive) and eAe is a finite 
dimensional division algebra over F. 
Proof. Since A is prime, there exists b E A such that (ab)’ # 0. Then, the 
algebra dAd, where d = ab, is also finite dimensional over F. Because d2 # 0 
and A is prime, dAd is not nilpotent. It is then well-known that dAd contains 
an idempotent g # 0. gAg is easily seen to be a prime finite dimensional 
algebra over F, and thus contains an idempotent e such that egAge is a finite 
dimensional division algebra over F. Since e = eg, eAe is a finite dimen- 
sional division algebra over F, and consequently eA is a minimal right 
ideal. 
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3. GENERALIZED POLYNOMIAL IDENTITIES 
Let A be an algebra over a field F and let F(X) = F(x, , x2 ,..., x, ,...) be 
the free algebra in noncommutative indeterminates xi , x2 ,..., x, ,... over F. 
The free product A&x) of A and F( x ) over F exists and is characterized by 
the property that, given any homomorphism u of A into an F-algebra B and 
any mapping 7 of the set (xi} into B, there exists a unique homomorphism of 
AF(x) into B simultaneously extending (T and 7. More concretely, the elements 
of AF(x) are expressible in the form 
f (x, x9.0. , x) = c ykai”xj,u~, ..’ xj,a,m ) 
ylr E F, aip E A, vz varies. If G = {ai> is an F-basis for A, then it is known that 
the monomials u,,xj,ui ... xi,aim form an F-basis for AF(x). If f E AF(x) is 
written as an F-linearlcombination of these basis monomials, we shall say 
that f has been written in standard form relative to G. The F-subspace 
(necessarily finite dimensional) generated by those ais which appear in some 
monomial off will be called the coefficient space off relative to G. 
DEFINITION. Let R be an additive subgroup of an F-algebra A. Then R 
is said to satisfy a generalized polynomial identity over F, if there is an element 
f =f& , x2 >...> x,) of AF(x) such that 
(1) f i 09 
(2) fkl, y2 ,.*a , r,) = 0 for all ri E R. 
If (2) but not necessarily (1) is true, we shall simply say that R satisfies f = 0. 
As a special case of the definition, if f = C ykxj,xj, ,..., xjm (i.e., each 
uiD = I), we say that R satisfies a polynomial identity f = 0 over F. 
We make the important remark that if R satisfies a generalized polynomial 
identity f = 0 (of degree n in the x’s) then the usual linearization process 
(R is closed under addition) can be used to show that R must in fact satisfy a 
generalized homogeneous multilinear identity g = 0 of degree k < n, where 
the coefficient space of g relative to an F-basis G of A is contained in that of 
f relative to G. For this reason we shall henceforth in this paper restrict our 
attention to generalized multilinear identities 
f 6% , x2 ,*-*> Xn) = 1 y&oxj,ui, .** xjnu*, = 0, 
where n is fixed and (j, , j, ,..., j,) is always a permutation of (1,2 ,..., n). 
Thus, if R satisfies a generalized polynomial identity (or polynomial identity) 
f = 0 over F, where f is multilinear in the above sense, we shall say briefly 
that R satisfies a GM1 (or MI) f = 0 over F. 
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THEOREM 3.1. Let A, be a closed prime algebra and let B, be an extension 
of A, . Then the “inclusion” map of A,(x) into Br(x) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Let G be a C-basis for A. By Theorem 2.3, G can be extended to 
an F-basis H for B. Thus, the distinct basis monomials of A,(x) relative to 
G remain distinct basis monomials of Br(x) relative to H, which proves the 
theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 implies, in other words, that any nonzero element f of 
A,(x) remains nonzero when regarded as an element of Br(x). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let A, be a closed prime algebra and let L, be the split 
primitive closure of A, . Suppose A satisfies a GM1 f = 0 over C. Then L 
satisfies the same (nontrivial) GM1 f = 0 over E. 
Proof. Theorem 3.1 says that f remains a nonzero element in Le(x). 
The actual embeddings involved in Theorems 2.5-2.8 show that LE must 
also satisfy f = 0, since GMI’s (aside from the question of nontriviality) 
carry over to direct products, homomorphic images, and polynomial rings. 
Note that multilinearity was needed in Theorems 2.6 and 2.8. 
Theorem 3.2 enables us to transfer our problems about prime rings to 
primitive rings. We are thus able to make use of the following elementary 
but powerful result of Amitsur, which is of fundamental importance in the 
study of generalized polynomial identities. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let V be a vector space over a field F, let b, , b, ,..., b, be 
F-independent elements of Hom,(V, V), and let Uo be a finite dimensional 
subspace of V. Then either the F-subspace of Hom,( V, V) generated by the bi 
contains a transformation of finite rank or there exists a vector v E V such that 
vbI , vb, ,..., vb, are independent modulo U,, . 
An elementary, though somewhat intricate, proof may be found in [1, 
pp. 21 I-2131. 
For convenience, we shall say that a subset R of Hom,(V, V) is weakly 
dense if it has the following property: Given vi , va ,..., vk F-independent 
elements of V, b, , b, ,..., b, , F-independent elements of Hom,(V, V), and 
U, , any finite dimensional subspace of V, either the F-subspace of 
Hom,( V, V) generated by the bi contains a nonzero transformation of finite 
rank or there exists r E R such that vlrbb, , v,rb, ,..., vlrbnz are F-independent 
modulo U,, and zltr = 0, i = 2, 3 ,..., k. 
We recall that a subset R of Hom,(V, V) is called dense if every finite 
collection of independent elements of V can be mapped arbitrarily by an 
appropriate element of R. 
THEOREM 3.4. If R is a dense subset of Hom,( V, V), then R is weakly dense. 
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Proof. Given vl, vs ,..., vR independent in V, b, , b, ,..., b, independent 
in Hom,(V, V), and (U, : F) < co, we assume that there is no nonzero 
transformation x7=, aibi, 0~~ EF, of finite rank. By Theorem 3.3, there 
exists w E V such that wb, , wb, ,..., wb, are independent modulo U,, . 
Since R is dense, there exists r E R such that vir = w and vir = 0, i > 1, 
and we are finished. 
THEOREM 3.5. Let R be a weakly dense additive subgroup of A = 
Hom,(V, V) satisfying a GM1 f = 0 over F, with f written in standard form 
relative to some F-basis G of A. Then the coefficient space A,, off relative to G 
contains a nonxero transformation of Jinite rank. 
Proof. We write f = g + h, where g is the sum of all monomials in which 
the variables appear in the standard order (we may assume g # 0). We let 
aOl ,.-., aOko be the distinct elements of G which appear before xi in the 
monomials comprising g, and in general, we let a,, , ai ,..., ai,, denote the 
distinct elements of G which appear between xi and X~+~ in all those monomials 
belonging to g which start out in the form aOlxlallxz ,..., ai-l,lxi ,... . We 
assume no nonzero element of A, is of finite rank and aim at arriving at a 
contradiction. 
By Theorem 2.1, choose v E V such that vaol ,..., vaokO are independent. 
Let W, = Cj,l Fvaoj, and let U, = VA, . Since R is weakly dense, we may 
pick rl E R such that W,r, = 0 and vaolr,al, ,..., vaolrla,k are independent 
modulo U, . Making repeated use of R being weakly dense: we may choose a 
sequence 
as follows: 
Wo, Uo, rl, Wl, Ul, r2 ,..., W,-, , u,-, , r, 
Let Wi = Cj,l Fva,,r,a,,r, ,..., ai-l,lriaij . 
Let Ui = U, + C vAOrplAOrPZ ,..., AorDIAo , where pi < i and 1 < i. 
Choose rifl E A such that {vaolr,a,, ,..., riailri+lai+l,j} is an independent set 
modulo Ui and W,r,+, = 0 and 7Ji-lri+, = 0. 
Now substitute r1 , r2 ,..., r, in the identity. We claim that any monomial 
in which the variables are permuted becomes 0. Indeed let p be the first 
subscript not in the standard position, that is, the monomial has the form 
box&, ,..., XD-ibfl-iXQ, with q > p. Thus, vb,r,b,r, ,..., ra-lb,-, E U,-, C U4.--2, 
and our claim is established since lJ,-,r, = 0. Therefore, h(r, , r2 ,..., r,) = 0. 
On the other hand, by the way in which rl , r2 ,..., r, were chosen, we finally 
see that 
0 = f (5 , r2 ,..., r,) = C Yjwj , 
i 
where not all yj = 0 and wi = a,,r,a,,r, ,..., a,-,,,r,a,j . A contradiction 
results since {wj} is an independent set. 
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FIRST MAIN THEOREM 3.6. Let R be a prime ring, regarded as a subring of 
its central closure A = RC + C. If R satis-es a GM1 over C, then A is a 
primitive ring with minimal right ideal eA such that eAe is a finite dimensional 
central division algebra over C. 
Proof. If R satisfies g(x, , xa , . . ., x,) = 0, then so does RC. It is then easy to 
see that A satisfies f (x1 , . . . , %I 9 Yl Y.,YTJ = &,Yl -Y$1 ,.‘., %&l -Y?Pn) = 0 
(we remark that it will follow from Theorem 3.9 that A actually satisfies the 
original g = 0). Choose a C-basis G for A and by Theorem 2.3 extend this 
to an E-basis H of the split primitive closure L, of A, . Note that the standard 
form off relative to G over C is the same as the standard form off relative to 
Hover E. By Theorem 3.2, L, also satisfies the GM1 f = 0. By Theorems 3.4 
and 3.5 L contains a nonzero transformation of finite rank (acting on V over E) 
of the form C yiai , yi E E, a, E A. Then by Theorems 2.9 and 2.10, A is a 
primitive algebra with minimal right ideal eA such that eAe is a finite dimen- 
sional division algebra over C. 
In an earlier paper [7], we had actually defined RC to be the central closure 
of R rather than RC + C, and so we state here 
THEOREM 3.7. Under the conditions of Theorem 3.6, S = RC is a primitive 
ring with minimal right ideal eS such that eSe is a finite dimensional central 
division algebra over C. 
Proof. S is a two-sided ideal of A, and so has nonzero socle and the same 
division algebra. 
THEOREM 3.8 (Amitsur). Let R be a primitive ring (acting on a vector space 
V over a division ring D with center C), and suppose that RC _C R. If R satisfies a 
GM1 over C, then R contains a minimal right ideal eR such that eRe is a finite 
dimensional division algebra over C. 
Proof. Immediate from Theorem 3.7, since primitivity implies primeness 
and R = RC. 
THEOREM 3.9. Let R be a prime ring with central closure A, , and let U be a 
nonzero ideal of R. If U satis$es a GM1 f = 0 over C (f E A,(x)), then A is a 
primitive algebra also satisfying the GM1 f = 0. 
Proof. As we noted at the beginning of Section 2, the extended centroid 
of U is also C. Clearly UC satisfies f = 0, and so by Theorem 3.8, UC 
contains a minimal right ideal eUC. But eUC is easily seen to be a minimal 
right ideal of A, thus making A primitive. Because UC is a nonzero two-sided 
ideal of the primitive ring A, it is dense in A. This implies that A must also 
satisfy f = 0, since GMI’s are expressed in terms of the “continuous” 
operations of addition and multiplication. 
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THEOREM 3.10 (Kaplansky). Let R be a primitive ring satisfying a multi- 
linear identity j = 0 over its centroid Z. Then Z is the extended centroid of R and 
R is a finite dimensional central simple algebra over Z. 
Proof. R acts on a vector space V over a division ring D with center F. 
The extended centroid C of R is contained in F, and so the central closure 
il = RC + C is again primitive, acting densely on the same V over D. By 
Theorem 3.9, A also satisfies the MIf = 0, and by Theorem 3.2, the split 
primitive closure LE satisfies f = 0. Since the coefficient space off relative to 
some E-basis of L containing 1 is just generated by 1 itself, we have by 
Theorem 3.5 that 1 is of finite rank, which implies that (L : E) < 00. By 
Theorem 2.3 then (A : C) < co, forcing in particular (V : D) < co. Thus, 
R is simple, in which case Z = C and A = R. 
THEOREM 3.11 (Posner). Let R be a prime ring satisfying a multilinear 
identity f = 0 over its centroid Z. Then, the central closure A, of R is a finite 
dimensional central simple algebra over C, A = RC, and R is a left and right 
order in A. 
Proof. By Theorem 3.6 A is primitive, and so by Theorem 3.10, A is 
finite dimensional central simple over C, whence A = RC. A short argument 
showing that R is an order in A is given in [7], p. 583, and we omit it here. 
4. RINGS WITH INVOLUTION 
An involution * of a ring R is a mapping of R into itself such that 
(X + y)* = x* + y*, (xy)* = y*x*, and x** = x for all x,y E R. It 
necessarily follows that * must be one-one and onto. In other words, an 
involution is an antiautomorphism of period 2. If A is an algebra over a field F, 
we shall mean by an involution * of A merely that * is an involution of the 
ring A. We choose not to make the requirement that * respect the scalar 
multiplication. If R is a ring with involution * (or A is an algebra with involu- 
tion *), we shall often denote by S the set of symmetric elements, i.e., 
s = {sIs* = s}. Note that, for elements x, y, x E R (or A), x + x*, 
xy + y*x*, and xyz + z*y*x* are all elements of S. Throughout this 
section, we shall tacitly assume that characteristic unequal to 2 prevails. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let R be a prime ring with involution * and let A = CR + C 
be the central closure of R. Then 
(1) C has an involution y + y#, 
(2) A has an involution 7 simultaneously extending * and #. 
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Proof. Referring to the notation used in the definition of C at the beginning 
of Section 2, we write y E C as y = 3, where f: U + R and (we may assume) 
U* = U. Define a mapping g: U + R by g(u) = (f (u*))*, u E U. Then 
y# = k is easily seen to be an element of C and the mapping y + y# is an 
involution of C. A mapping 7 of A into itself is then given by 
?- : T YiYi + Y + T Yisyi* + Y#, 
yi , y E C, ri E R. To see that 7 is well-defined, suppose C yiri + y = 0 and 
pick U* = U such that yiU C R for all i and yU C R. For u E U, 
(C yi#ri* + 7’)~ = C [y,(ri*~)*]* + (YU*)* = [u*(C yiri + y)]* 1 0, and 
hence C yi#ri* + y# = 0. One easily verifies that T is in fact an involution 
of A, clearly an extension of both * and #. 
If R is a prime ring with involution *, then * is said to be of the$rst kind 
if the involution # induced on the extended centroid C is the identity mapping. 
Otherwise, * is of the second kind, which means that C contains a nonzero skew 
element. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let R be a prime ring with an involution * of the second kind, 
whose symmetric elements satisfy a GM1 f = 0 over C. Then R satisfies f = 0. 
Proof. C contains a skew element y # 0, where yU _C R, U* = U, 
U some nonzero ideal of R. Since every skew element y in U is such that yy 
is a symmetric element of R and since f is multilinear, it follows easily that 
f = 0 on U. 
THEOREM 4.3. Let A, be a closed prime algebra with involution * such that 
the symmetric elements S satisfy a GM1 f = 0 over C. Then the primitive 
closure Br of A, has an involution o extending *, and the symmetric elements 
under 0 also satisfy the same GM1 f = 0 over F. 
Proof. We first remark that we already know (Theorem 3.1) that f is a 
nonzero element of BF(x). We shall now retrace our steps through the 
embeddings given in Theorems 2.5-2.7, showing at each step that the involu- 
tion may be extended and that the resulting symmetric elements continue to 
satisfy the same identity, without having to worry about the question of 
nontriviality. 
Referring to Theorem 2.5 and its terminology we define an involution on 
the direct product nIi Ai by 
@iI - {ai*>. 
The symmetric elements are {{Q} / si E S} and satisfy f = 0. Since the upper 
nil radical is invariant under involutions, an involution is induced on the 
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homomorphic image Hi A,/N, and the resulting symmetric elements 
{{Q} + N j si E S>i satisfyf = 0. 
In the passage from A to A[t] (using the terminology of Theorem 2.6) the 
involution is extended by 
The new symmetric elements are of the form C siti, si symmetric in A, and 
clearly satisfy f = 0. 
Some difficulties arise at the next step (see Theorem 2.7 and its terminology), 
because primitive ideals are not necessarily invariant under involutions. 
However, we may define an involution on l-Ii (T/P,) as follows: 
6% + Pi> + +j* + p,>, xi E T, Pi” = Pj. 
The resulting symmetric elements are thus of the form {xi + P,}, where 
xi E S (the symmetric elements of T) if Pi* = Pi, and xi = xi* if 
Pi* = Pj # Pi . Therefore, in order to show thatfvanishes on the symmetric 
elements one must show 
(4 fh , sg ,... ,s,)EPi,siES, if Pi* = Pi 
(b) f(xl > xz ye.., x,) E Pi , xi E T, if Pi* = Pj # Pi . 
(a) is clear, since we know directly that f(sr , s2 ,..., sn) = 0. To show (b), 
set U = Pi + Pj = Pi + Pi* and note that U/Pi is a nonzero ideal of the 
primitive ring T/Pi . Let ui , ua ,..., u, E 7J and write uk = (rk + rk*) + q., 
k = 1, 2,..., n, where rk E Pj and V~ E Pi . It follows that f (ui , ua ,..., u,) = 
f(r, + r1*,..., r, + r,*) = 0 modulo Pi, that is, the nonzero ideal U/P, 
of the primitive ring T/P, satisfies f = 0 (the coefficients off are those off 
modulo Pi). By Theorem 3.9, T/Pi also satisfies f = 0. In other words, 
f(x1 , x2 3***> x,) E Pi for all xi E T. 
Next, it is easily seen from the definition of the involution on nIi (T/P,) 
and the definition of the ideal K determined by the ultrafilter that K is 
invariant under the involution. It follows that the symmetric elements of the 
ultraproduct R satisfy f = 0. 
Finally, if F is the extended centroid of R, B, = FR is the primitive 
closure of the original algebra A, . By Theorem 4.1, the involution on R may 
be extended to an involution CJ of B. If u is of the second kind, then by 
Theorem 4.2, B itself satisfies f = 0. If u is of the first kind, then the sym- 
metric elements of B are of the form C yisi , si symmetric in R, yi E F, and 
clearly satisfy f = 0. 
THEOREM 4.4. Let A, be a closed primitive algebra with involution * of 
the jirst kind (acting on a vector space V over a division ring D with center 
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Z 7, C), and let E be a maximal subfield of 1). Then * can be extended to an 
involution 7 of B = EA by 
1 yiai --j c yiai*, yi E E, ai E A. 
Furthermore, any GM1 over C satisfied by the symmetric elements of A is also 
satisfied by the symmetric elements of B. 
Proof. By Theorem 2.2 B G E @& A, and hence 7 is well-defined, since * 
is a C-linear mapping. 
Theorems 4.2-4.4 imply 
THEOREM 4.5. Let A, be a closed prime algebra with involution *, let S be 
the symmetric elements of A, and let LB be the split primitive closure of A, . 
Suppose that S satisfies a GM1 f = 0 over C. Then either 
(4 * can be extended to an involution 7 of L, , whose symmetric elements 
satisfy the same (nontrivial) GM1 f = 0 over E, or 
(b) L, itself satis$es f = 0. 
THEOREM 4.6. Let A be a primitive ring with involution *, acting densely on 
a vector space V over a field F. Then the set S of symmetric elements is weakly 
dense. 
Proof. Let or , va ,..., vk be F-independent vectors in V, let b, , 6, ,..., 6, 
be F-independent elements of A, and let U,, be a finite dimensional subspace 
of V. Assume that no nonzero F-linear combination of b, , b, ,..., b,, is of 
finite rank. First, choose x E A such that vrx # 0 and vix = 0, i > 1. 
Next, note that b,*, b2*,... , b,* are F-independent in A. By Theorem 3.3, 
there exists w E V such that wbl*, wbz*,..., wb,* are independent modulo, 
the subspace generated by vr , vo2 ,..., ok . At this juncture, we split the argu- 
ment into two cases: 
(1) If A has zero socle, pick Y E A such that vir = 0, i = 1, 2,..., k 
and wbi*r = wbi*, i = 1, 2,..., m. If b,*r is a dependent set, then 
C yi(bi*r) = 0, some yi # 0. Consequently, 2 yi(wb,*r) = C yi(wbi*) = 0, 
a contradiction to the independence of {wb,*}. Thus {b,*r}, and hence {r*b,}, 
is an independent set. Since A is assumed to have no nonzero transformations 
of finite rank, by Theorem 3.3 we can find v E V such that {vr*bi} is inde- 
pendent modulo U,, . 
(2) If A has nonzero socle M, we know that M is an ideal of A such that 
M* = M and M acts densely on V. Thus, we may pick y E M such that 
viy = vi ) i = 1, 2 )..., k and wbi*y = 0, i = 1, 2 ,... , m. Set r = 1 - y 
and note that vir = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., k, and wbi*r = wbi*, i = 1, 2 ,..., m. 
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As in case (1) we again have that {b,*r}, and hence {r*bJ, is an independent 
set. Since y, and hence y*, is of finite rank, it is clear that no nonzero linear 
combination of (1 - y *)b, ,..., (1 - y *)b, is of finite rank. Therefore, by 
Theorem 3.3, we can find v E I’ such that {cribs} is independent modulo U,, . 
To finish the proof, pick t E A so that v,xt = a. Then vl(xtr* + rt*x*)bj = 
vr*bj , j = I, 2 )..., 171 and v,(xtr* + rt*x*) = 0 for i = 2, 3,..., K. The proof 
is complete, as we note xtr* + rt*x* E S. 
SECOND MAIN THEOREM 4.7. Let R be a prime ring with involution *, 
regarded as a subring of its central closure A = RC + C. If the symmetric 
elements S of R satisfy a generalized multilinear identity over C, then A is a 
primitive algebra with a minimal right ideal eA such that eAe is a $nite dimen- 
sional central division algebra over C. 
Proof. By Theorem 4.1* can be extended to an involution r of A. If 7 is 
of the second kind, then by Theorem 4.2, R itself satisfies a GM1 over C and 
the result follows from Theorem 3.6. If Q- is of the first kind, then the set of 
symmetric elements of A is C’S + C. If S satisfies g(x, , xa ,..., x,) = 0, 
then CS + C satisfies 
fh ,'.., xn , Yl MY?&) = &lYl - YlXl ,...? %Yn -Y&J = 0. 
Theorem 4.5 then says that either the split primitive closure L, of A, 
satisfies f = 0 (in which case we are done by Theorem 3.6) or that Q- can be 
extended to an involution (J of L, such that the set T of symmetric elements of 
L, under u satisfies f = 0. Choose a C-basis G of A, extend it to an E-basis H 
of L by Theorem 2.3, and let L, (LEG) be the E-subspace of L generated by 
the coefficients off relative to H. By Theorem 4.6, T is weakly dense, and so 
by Theorem 3.5, L, contains a nonzero transformation of finite rank (acting 
on V over E). Theorems 2.9 and 2.10 are then invoked to complete the proof. 
Aside from generalizing the theorem of Skinner (mentioned at the beginning 
of the paper), Theorem 4.7 has as a corollary the following recent result of 
ours [8], which we state as 
THEOREM 4.8. Let R be a primitive ring with involution *, let C be the 
extended centroid of R, and let S be the symmetric elements of R. If S satisfies 
a GM1 over C, then B = CR is a primitive ring with a minimal right ideal eB, 
and eBe is a$nite dimensional central division algebra over C. 
We obtain as our final corollary: 
THEOREM 4.9. Let R be a prime ring with involution * such that the set S of 
symmetric elements satis$es a multilinear identity f = 0 over the centroid Z of R. 
Then R satisfies a multilinear identity over Z. 
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Proof. Let A, be the central closure of R. By Theorems 4.2 and 4.5, we 
may assume that the split primitive closure L, of A, has an involution such 
that the symmetric elements T of L satisfy a multilinear identity g = 0. The 
coefficient space of g over E is generated by 1. By Theorem 4.6, T is weakly 
dense, which implies by Theorem 3.5 that I is of finite rank (acting on V 
over E). Thus, (L : E) < co, and so by Theorem 2.3, (A : C) < co, in which 
case it is clear that A, and hence R, satisfies a multilinear identity. 
The special case of Theorem 4.9 in which R is assumed to be simple was 
proved by Herstein [3]. The present form (R assumed to be prime) was 
proved by the author [6, Theorem 51. Another proof was given by Amitsur [2], 
who actually went on (using the technique which inspired our Theorem 2.5) 
to obtain the conclusion with no assumption on R. 
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